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Tree Inventory and Assessment for 26th and Old Dominion Site
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Tree Inventory and Assessment by Wetland Studies and Solutions Inc.

Tree inventory and assessment conducted by Cene 
Ketcham, ISA Certified Arborist
B

Tree inventory and assessment conducted by Cene
Ketcham, ISA Certified Arborist

738 trees identified and located, including off-site trees 
with critical root zones that extend into the site.

Majority of trees located at north end of property.  180 
trees located within the Resource Protection Area

37 species of trees identified.  Most common are tulip 
poplar (146 trees), black locust (140 trees), and wild 
cherry species (119 trees).  128 trees are invasive 
species

Size of Trees measured by DBH (diameter at breast 
height).
- 288 trees size 3" to 6" DBH
- 180 trees 7" to 12" DBH
- 102 trees 13" to 18" DBH
- 168 trees 19" + DBH

Condition Rating of Trees rated on a Scale of 0 to 100 
measuring the health and structural condition of trees
- 75 trees rated 0 = dead
- 101 trees rated 1 through 49 = poor condition
- 352 trees rated 50 through 70 = fair condition
- 210 trees rated 70-100 = good condition

Tree Preservation Priority Rating rated on a scale of 1 
through 4 evaluating the health condition of trees plus 
other cultural factors such as species, size, location, 
aesthetic value, and other unique characteristics. 
- 3 trees rated 1 - high priority - blue
- 260 trees rated 2 - moderate priority - green
- 215 trees rated 3 - low priority - orange
- 260 trees rated 4 - poor condition, undesirable 

species, dead trees, or trees in critical condition. -
red
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Tree Inventory and Assessment by Wetland Studies and Solutions Inc.
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Tree inventory and assessment loaded onto project base plan

- Trees identified by number referencing tree inventory schedule
- Trees identified by color referencing tree preservation priority rating


